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ABSTRACT
The Henrys Fork, Warm River, and Fall
River flow through eastern Idaho in the
vicinity of Island Park, and then flow west
onto the Snake River Plain. Henrys Fork
and Warm River form deep canyons
through the flank of the Yellowstone I
caldera. All three canyons contain lavaflow benches formed when local basaltic
lava flows entered the canyons, solidified,
and were incised by the rivers.
Petrography, field relations, paleomagnetic
orientation, and chemical composition
allow correlation of intracanyon lava-flow
benches to the lava fields that sourced
them. In Henrys Fork canyon, at least six
1Department

lava fields produced lava-flow benches:
Warm River (831 ka), Elk Wallow Well
(743 ka), Highway 20 (737 ka), Gerrit (189
ka), Hatchery Butte (81 ka), and Pinehaven
(28 ka). In Warm River canyon the Warm
River, Gerrit, and Hatchery Butte lava
fields generated the lava-flow benches, and
in Fall River Canyon the Warm River, Fall
River, and Rising Butte lava fields
generated the lava-flow benches.
Density variations in and distribution of the
Mesa Falls Tuff in Henrys Fork canyon
indicate that Upper and Lower Mesa Falls
result from more highly welded zones in
the Mesa Falls Tuff and migrated upstream
1-20 m/ky. Field relations and unit ages
suggest that the area where the Henrys
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Fork and Warm River canyons cut through
the flank of the Yellowstone I caldera
developed as follows: a broad topographic
low formed in the caldera wall before 2.1
Ma; the area then filled with rhyolite and
remained a topographic high until at least
1.3 Ma; and modern canyon locations
developed by 743 ka and then deepened
with time, incising canyons 0.1-1.5 mm/yr.

eastern end of Thurman Ridge (at Island
Park Dam), flows through a narrow canyon
until it reaches Last Chance, and then
meanders across a broad lava plain to
Riverside Campground (Figure 1B).
Downstream from Riverside Campground,
the river forms a deepening canyon that
contains cascades and falls, including
Upper and Lower Mesa Falls (Figure 1B).
Warm River originates primarily from
springs, including Warm River Spring, in
the southern part of the Yellowstone I
caldera (Figure 1B). Between Warm River
Spring and Bear Gulch, Warm River forms
a deepening canyon. Below Bear Gulch,
both Henrys Fork and Warm River traverse
the southern flank of the Yellowstone I
caldera within 1.6 km (1 mi) of each other
and then join (Figure 1B). From the
confluence, the Henrys Fork flows
westward along the southern flank of the
Yellowstone I caldera and onto the Snake
River Plain (Figure 1A and B).

INTRODUCTION
The young volcanic rocks in the vicinity of
Island Park are part of the Yellowstone Snake River Plain magmatic system, a
volcanic province that produced the
voluminous (2450 km3) Huckleberry
Ridge Tuff, which erupted from the
Yellowstone I caldera at 2.1 Ma; the
smaller (280 km3) Mesa Falls Tuff, which
erupted from the Yellowstone II caldera at
1.3 Ma; and the Lava Creek Tuff (1000
km3), which erupted from the Yellowstone
III caldera at 0.64 Ma (Figure 1A;
Christiansen, 2001). Island Park is
bounded on the west and south by Thurman
and Big Bend Ridges (which mark parts of
the Yellowstone I and II caldera
boundaries), on the east by the Pitchstone
Plateau (which mostly consists of rhyolite
lava flows erupted from the Yellowstone
III caldera), and on the north by the
Centennial and Henrys Lake Mountains
(Figure 1A).

The Fall River originates in the highlands
where the Teton Mountains and Pitchstone
Plateau meet (Figure 1A). From there, the
Fall River flows west onto the Snake River
Plain and joins the Henrys Fork southwest
of Ashton, Idaho (Figure 1A).
The Island Park area developed as the
Yellowstone I and II calderas formed and
then were partly filled—by rhyolite ash
flows and lava domes/flows and by basaltic
lava flows, glacial outwash, alluvium, and
loess (Figure 1 and Plate 1; Christiansen
and Embree, 1987; Christiansen, 2001;
Mel Kuntz, written commun., 2019). The
Henrys Fork, Warm River, and Fall River
canyons developed as drainages cut through

The Henrys Fork river of eastern Idaho
flows from Henrys Lake, but much of its
water originates in Island Park from Big
Springs and other springs (Figure 1A; Van
Kirk and Benjamin, 2000). The Henrys
Fork enters the Yellowstone I caldera at the
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Figure 1. Geographic maps. A)
Shaded relief map showing the
regional geography of the Island Park
area and the Yellowstone caldera
boundaries of Christiansen (2001)
and Kuntz and others (accepted). B)
Shaded relief map of the Island Park
area, Idaho, showing notable
geographic and geologic features.
Labeled orange asterisks mark the
source vents for basaltic lava fields,
and labeled blue pluses show the
source vents for rhyolite lava domes.
Dashed lines show the Yellowstone I
and II caldera boundaries
(Christiansen, 2001; Mel Kuntz,
written commun., 2019). Blue labels
indicate rhyolite lava flows, and gray
labels designate geographic features.
Table 1 lists the ages of volcanic
units. The location of the Gerrit vent
is uncertain; it may be a buried
volcanic rift zone, as shown above.
The orange arrow points in the
general direction of the buried Warm
River vent; unit distributions indicate
it lies east or northeast of this map.
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Yellowstone II caldera (Christiansen,
2001). The area consists of rhyolitic lava
flows, thinly covered in places by basaltic
lava flows and glacial, alluvial, and loess
deposits (Plate 1). Some area lava flows
did not enter the Henrys Fork, Warm River,
or Fall River canyons, some entered only
one canyon, and others entered more than
one canyon. Figure 2 illustrates how these
lava flows formed benches in the canyons.
Lava-flow benches, together with other
remnants of intracanyon lava flows, lie
juxtaposed to the rhyolite units that form
the canyon walls—namely, the Snake
River Butte rhyolite, Huckleberry Ridge

these deposits. Lava-flow benches formed
when lava flows from local basaltic
eruptions entered these canyons, solidified,
and were incised by the rivers. This study
correlates the remnants of these lava-flow
benches with their parent lava fields,
describes the origin of Upper and Lower
Mesa Falls, and investigates the
development of the Henrys Fork and Warm
River canyons where they cut through the
flanks of the Yellowstone I caldera.

LAVA-FLOW BENCHES
The Island Park area transitioned from
rhyolite-only volcanism to basaltdominated volcanism after formation of the
Table 1. 40/39Ar ages of selected volcanic units.
Volcanic Events

Age (ka)

Pinehaven basalt lava field

28 ± 8

Ripley Butte basalt lava field

73 ± 24

Hatchery Butte basalt lava field

81 ± 13

Gerrit basalt lava field

189 ± 32

Section 13, Survey Draw, Harriman Ranch, Eccles Butte, and
Boy Scout basalt lava fields

*

Lava Creek Tuff

635 ± 2

Highway 20 basaltic andesite lava field

737 ± 5

Elk Wallow Well basalt lava field

743 ± 5

Warm River basalt lava field

831 ± 12

Rhyolite domes and flows that erupted just before or after the
Mesa Falls Tuff: Elk Butte, Lookout Butte, Bishop Mountain,
Warm River Butte, Moose Creek Butte, and Osborn Butte

~1300

Mesa Falls Tuff

1292 ± 50

Blue Creek rhyolite lava flow

1770 ± 20

Headquarters rhyolite lava flow

1820 ± 10

Huckleberry Ridge Tuff

2059 ± 4

Snake River Butte rhyolite lava flow

>2059

Figure 2. Illustrations showing the formation and
development of a lava-flow bench through time: A)
Lava flows into and partly fills the canyon; B) The
river cuts a new channel, and the canyon-filling lava
flows form a bench on the canyon wall; and C) Lava
flows into the canyon again—to a similar or different
level, and the process repeats.

Basaltic lava fields are shaded; those that entered the canyons and later formed lava
benches are italicized. The ages of basaltic lava fields are from Mel Kuntz (written
commun., 2019)—except the Warm River lava field, which is from Abedini (2009).
Rhyolitic unit ages are from Christiansen (2001). Reported age uncertainties are 2sigma. See Figure 1A for the location of rhyolitic calderas and Figure 1B for the location
of basaltic vents.
* See Mel Kuntz (written commun., 2019)
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Tuff, Mesa Falls Tuff, and Lava Creek Tuff
(Plate 1).

typically subtle. Area lava fields fall into
three petrographic categories: those that
are fine grained—the Warm River, Section
13, Survey Draw, and Island Park
Reservoir lava fields; those that contain
moderately abundant olivine and/or
plagioclase phenocrysts—the Elk Wallow
Well, Harriman Ranch, Eccles Butte,
Hatchery Butte, Ripley Butte, Pinehaven,
Fall River, and Rising Butte lava fields;
and those that contain pyroxene
phenocrysts—the Elk Wallow Well,
Highway 20, and Little Butte lava fields
(Figure 1B and Plate 1; Mel Kuntz, written
commun., 2019). The Highway 20 and
Little Butte lava fields also contain
plagioclase megacrysts (Mel Kuntz,
written commun., 2019). Isolated outcrops
of units with distinctive petrography can be
correlated in the field; for example, the
pyroxene phenocrysts and plagioclase
megacrysts of the Highway 20 lava field
allow straightforward field correlations.
Other field relations of lava flows and
benches, including relative age and flowdirection markers, also aid in making
correlations.

Successive filling, incision, and refilling of
the canyons produced complex field
relations between remnants of lava flows in
the canyons. These complex relationships
developed as erosion partly removed
younger canyon-filling lava flows that
were laterally juxtaposed to remnants of
older lava flows. As a result, lava-flow
remnants in the canyons often contain
outcrops of individual units that are too
small to map at the scale of Plate 1. To
avoid misrepresenting outcrops composed
of more than one unit as consisting of just
the dominant unit, remnants of lava flows,
including benches, were mapped together
as composite units—one in Henrys Fork
and Warm River canyons below Bear
Gulch and a second composite unit in the
Fall River drainage (Plate 1).
Mafic volcanism in Island Park includes
eruptions from more than a dozen vents
(Mel Kuntz, written commun., 2019). The
locations of vents inside Island Park are
shown in Figure 1B, and known ages are
listed in Table 1. Plate 1 shows the location
of the Rising Butte vent and the
distribution of intracanyon lava flows.
Petrography, field relations, paleomagnetic
orientation, and chemical composition
were used to correlate intracanyon lava
flows and benches with the lava fields that
sourced them.

Secular variation of the geomagnetic field
can occur rapidly—as much as about 4° per
century, producing lava fields with distinct
paleomagnetic orientations (Champion and
Shoemaker, 1977). Thus, paleomagnetic
orientation can be an effective—even
definitive—tool for correlating isolated
outcrops produced by the same eruptive
event. Appendix 1 describes how
paleomagnetic measurements were made.
Representative paleomagnetic orientations
are listed in Table 2, and Figure 3
illustrates the utility of these orientations in

Most Snake River Plain basaltic lava flows
are fine-grained, diktytaxitic, and contain
olivine, plagioclase, and Fe-Ti oxides in
the groundmass. As a result, petrographic
differences between lava flows are
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correlating lava-flow benches (symbols
with black rims) and the lava fields that
produced them (colored circles). Note, for
example, the correspondences in Figure 3
of the Gerrit, Hatchery Butte, and Elk
Wallow Well lava fields and the benches
they produced. Also, note the lack of
correspondence between the orientations
from lava-flow benches and those from
eruptions that did not enter a canyon (e.g.,
for the Harriman Ranch, Eccles Butte, or
Ripley Butte lava fields; Figure 3).

lava fields; Figure 4). Even where
correlations
based
on
chemical
composition
are
not
definitive,
composition provides a useful test of
hypothesized correlations (e.g., for the
Gerrit and Elk Wallow Well lava fields)

CORRELATION OF LAVA-FLOW
BENCHES IN HENRYS FORK AND
WARM RIVER CANYONS
Plate 1 and Figures 5, 6, and 7 display the
field attributes of and spatial and temporal
relationships between the remnants of
intracanyon lava flows and benches found
in Henrys Fork and Warm River canyons,
which are discussed below.

Like petrography, differences in chemical
composition among basaltic lava flows of
the eastern Snake River Plain are usually
small; however, some units have
distinctive compositions. For these units,
chemical composition is an effective
correlation tool. Appendix 1 describes how
measurements of chemical composition
were
made,
and
representative
compositions are listed in Table 3.
Christiansen and McCurry (2008) show
that variations in the concentrations of
SiO2, MgO, FeO, and TiO2 can be effective
ways to distinguish between basaltic
eruptions of the Yellowstone - Snake River
Plain magmatic system. Figure 4, which
plots SiO2 and TiO2 concentrations,
illustrates the utility of chemical
compositions in correlating some lavaflow benches (symbols with black rims)
and the lava fields that produced them
(colored circles). Note, for example, the
correspondences in Figure 4 for the
Highway 20 and Hatchery Butte lava
fields. Also, note that chemical
composition is a poor discriminator for
some lava fields (e.g., the Gerrit,
Pinehaven, Ripley Butte, and Section 13

Pinehaven Bench. The Pinehaven lava
field (28 ± 8 ka; Table 1) erupted from a
vent along the western edge of the
Yellowstone I and II calderas (Figure 1B)
and covered the western caldera floor
between North Antelope Flat and the
Henrys Fork (Mel Kuntz, written
commun., 2019). Field relations and
paleomagnetic
orientation
allow
correlation of this lava field with the bench
it produced in Henrys Fork canyon (Plate 1
and Figures 3 and 7A); chemical
composition is consistent with this
correlation (Figure 4).
Pinehaven lava flows entered the head of
Henrys Fork canyon near Riverside
Campground, where they may have
obstructed the canyon and created a
shallow lake that extended north toward
Last Chance (Figure 1B). The Pinehaven
bench is the youngest and most continuous
lava-flow bench, and its longest segment
fills the bottom of Henrys Fork canyon
6
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between Riverside Campground and Upper
Mesa Falls (Plate 1 and Figures 1B, 5A,
6A, and 7A). The Henrys Fork cuts into the
Pinehaven bench upstream from Upper
Mesa Falls and cuts through it near Upper
Mesa Falls, as shown in Figures 5A, 5B1,
and 7A. Figures 5B2 and B3 show flutes,
scours, and potholes on the surface of the
Pinehaven bench, which indicate that the
river once flowed over the bench.

the Mesa Falls Tuff mark the western wall
of the paleocanyon, as shown in Figures
5E1 and E2. In this area, the gradient of the
Pinehaven bench top steepens, as
illustrated in Figure 7A. Coincident with
this change in gradient, the thickness of
Pinehaven lava flows increase from about
18 m (60 ft) above Upper Mesa Falls
(Figure 5B1) to at least 30 m (100 ft) below
the falls (Figure 5E2). These changes may
indicate that ancient falls existed just east
of present Upper Mesa Falls (beneath the
white line in Figure 5E1) before Pinehaven

Near Upper Mesa Falls, the exposed
contact between Pinehaven lava flows and

Figure 3. Equal-area plot of remanent magnetization
orientations (Table 2) showing correlations between lavaflow benches (symbols with black rims) and their source
lava fields (colored circles). Labels and associated colors,
which are used in this and subsequent figures, indicate
lava fields; filled symbols indicate normal polarity; open
symbols indicate reversed polarity. Diamonds indicate
lava fields with no observed lava-flow benches. The thin
line surrounding each datum is an α-95 confidence limit.
Plot created using Stereonet 8, created by Cardozo and
Allmendinger (2013). Sample collection sites are shown
in Plate 1 and listed for representative samples in Table 2.

Figure 4. Harker variation plot of SiO2 versus TiO2 for
Island Park lava fields and lava-flow benches, showing
the utility of chemical composition for correlating lavaflow benches and source lava fields (data listed in Table
3). Symbols and colors are described in Figure 3. Magma
series data of the bimodal Yellowstone – Snake River
Plain magmatic province, shown in the background in
faded colors, are from Christiansen and McCurry (2008).
Circles and plusses define the main mafic and silicic
components of the magmatic system, respectively; circles
define an Fe- and Ti-enrichment differentiation trend, and
diamonds show an Fe- and Ti-depletion trend that
includes relatively uncommon intermediate to silicic
compositions. Sample collection sites are shown in Plate 1
and listed for representative samples in Table 3.
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lava flows entered the canyon. Similarly,
the shallowing of the Pinehaven bench
gradient about 1.6 km (1 mi) below Lower
Mesa Falls (Figure 7A) may indicate the
presence of falls near this location before
the Pinehaven eruptive event.

this vent form the largest exposed lava field
in Island Park (Mel Kuntz, written
commun., 2019). This unit comprises
much of the eastern rim of Henrys Fork
canyon above Lower Mesa Falls and
extends, in places, to the western rim of
Warm River canyon, as shown in Plate 1.
Field relations, petrography (i.e., relatively
abundant
olivine
phenocrysts),
paleomagnetic orientation, and chemical
compositions allow correlation of this lava

Hatchery Butte Bench. Hatchery Butte (81
± 13 ka; Table 1) is a shield volcano
located between Henrys Fork and Warm
River canyons east of Riverside
Campground (Figure 1B). Lava flows from

Table 2. Paleomagnetic orientations of representative samples from lava-flow benches and lava fields.
Site #

Sample #

Latitude (°)

Longitude (°)

N/N0

I (°)

D (°)

α95 (°)

k

R

P1

4702B

44.2470

-111.4330

42924

53.5

15.7

1.5

1518

6.9960

P2

4782B

44.2200

-111.4320

42924

57.5

16.7

1.8

1081

6.9945

P3

0262B

44.1940

-111.3310

42923

57.3

16.3

2.2

791

6.9924

-

9428B

44.2830

-111.4630

42955

53.7

14.2

0.9

4865

7.9986

-

9818B

44.2920

-111.4630

42955

55.5

18.2

2.1

726

7.9904

P4

0092B

44.1950

-111.3240

42955

58.6

342.9

2.3

595

7.9882

P5

6853B

44.1130

-111.3320

42924

57.1

342.8

2.3

568

7.9877

-

9098B

44.2990

-111.4100

42955

54.2

342.1

2.5

553

7.9873

P6

3623B

44.2070

-111.2820

42923

58.7

346.8

3.2

431

6.9861

P7

3783B

44.1990

-111.2570

42955

53.7

336.6

5.0

177

5.9718

P8

2353B

44.1540

-111.2850

42860

61.5

332.8

2.8

769

4.9948

P9

2593B

44.0970

-111.4020

42924

61.9

337.6

2.0

907

6.9934

P10

0012B

44.1800

-111.3150

42924

66.1

338.5

1.9

1190

6.9960

P11

2113B

44.1900

-111.2660

42955

62.4

337.6

1.4

1480

7.9953

P12

3703B

44.2010

-111.2700

42955

61.8

335.8

2.8

445

7.9843

P13

3863B

44.1990

-111.2550

42955

61.6

340.9

2.8

385

7.9818

P14

3943B

44.2050

-111.2860

42924

63.2

340.0

2.9

462

6.9870

P15

4103B

44.1760

-111.2790

78

64.6

340.2

1.8

1139

6.9947

P16

4183B

44.1920

-111.3010

42955

62.4

337.7

2.6

507

7.9862

P17

2673B

44.0850

-111.2050

42923

42.2

352.9

2.8

469

6.9872

P18

2477B

44.0640

-111.3240

42924

56.2

1.5

1.7

1239

6.9952

P19

2557B

44.1300

-111.0290

42987

58.5

349.5

1.0

2711

8.9971

Fall River

P20

0756A

44.0600

-111.3520

42955

68.9

25.7

1.7

1089

7.9936

Highway 20

-

4343B

44.2610

-111.5310

42498

57.7

18.0

4.9

257

4.9845

P21

0172B

44.1710

-111.3180

42987

64.3

5.6

1.8

812

8.9901

-

9898B

44.3000

-111.5700

42955

67.3

0.3

2.3

661

7.9894

P22

2433B

44.1450

-111.2860

42829

-68.3

189.0

5.5

282

3.9894

P23

2513B

44.1050

-111.3390

42924

-68.5

207.6

2.0

871

6.9931

P24

8938B

44.1050

-111.3390

42955

-69.3

235.7

2.1

671

7.9896

P25

2193B

44.1540

-111.2770

42955

-67.9

191.2

3.4

274

7.9744

P26

2273B

44.1350

-111.2880

42924

-69.8

197.3

2.6

524

6.9885

P27

0836A

44.0600

-111.3520

42955

-62.9

196.2

1.7

1051

7.9933

P28

2397B

44.0630

-111.3160

42955

-63.5

198.7

1.3

1707

7.9959

P29

2647B

44.1220

-111.3000

42955

-67.2

194.0

2.0

805

7.9913

P30

2727B

44.1220

-111.2980

42924

-67.6

194.3

1.7

1225

6.9951

Unit

Pinehaven

Hatchery Butte

Gerrit

Rising Butte

Elk Wallow Well

Warm River

Note. Magnetization determinations by line fit on vector component diagrams in response to stepwise alternating field demagnetization. Orientations plotted in Figures 3 and 8.
Sample locations use the WGS 1984 standard and are shown in Plate 1. No 'site #' is given for samples collected outside the map area. N/N0, number of samples averaged / number
of samples collected; I and D, in situ inclination and declination of mean paleomagnetic directions; k, concentration parameter; R, resultant vector sum of N unit vectors: α-95,
radius of 95% confidence. See Appendix 1 for analytical method.
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Figure 5. Images showing field relations and attributes of lava flows and benches in Henrys Fork and Warm River canyons.
A) Oblique image (Google Earth, 2015a) showing the distribution of Pinehaven, Hatchery Butte, and Elk Wallow Well
benches upstream of Upper Mesa Falls (see also Plate 1 and Figure 7A). No vertical exaggeration: river is 25 to 70 m (80 to
230 ft) wide and canyon is about 130 m (425 ft) deep. B) Photos of Pinehaven lava-flow bench at the location of blue asterisk
“B” in Figure 5A. B1) Photo showing the incised Pinehaven bench, looking downstream. The bench is ~18 m (60 ft) thick
here. B2 and B3) Photos (with hammer for scale) showing scours, flutes, and potholes in the upper surface of the Pinehaven
bench, indicating that the river once flowed over this bench. C) Photo, looking upstream, of a remnant of the Highway 20
bench on the east side of the canyon about 2.7 km (1.7 mi) upstream from Lookout Butte (see Plate 1 and Figure 7A for
additional unit distribution information). The dashed line marks the contact between the lava-flow bench and Mesa Falls tuff.
The field assistant is about 1.8 m (6 ft) tall. D) Photo, looking downstream, of a remnant of the Elk Wallow Well bench on
the east side of the canyon 1.1 km (0.7 mi) downstream from Lower Mesa Falls (see also Plate 1 and Figure 7A). The dashed
line marks the contact between the lava-flow bench and Mesa Falls tuff. The outcrop in the foreground is 2.5 m (8 ft) high.
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Figure 5, continued. E) Photos of the Pinehaven bench at Upper Mesa Falls. E1) Field relations between the Pinehaven bench,
the Mesa Falls Tuff, and Upper Mesa Falls. The inferred location of pre-Pinehaven falls is below the labeled white line. E2)
Closeup of the western, pre-Pinehaven paleocanyon wall showing the thickening of Pinehaven lava flows (away from the
paleocanyon wall and downstream of Upper Mesa Falls) to at least 30 m (100 ft). F) Photos of the Hatchery Butte lava dam
0.8 km (0.5 mi) upstream from Upper Mesa Falls, at the location of pink asterisk “F” on the east canyon wall in Figure 5A
(see also Plate 1 and Figure 7A). F1) Hyaloclastite, pillow lava, and subaerial lava components of the lava dam; exposed
thickness is 35 m (115 ft). F2 and F3) Photos of pillow lava fragments; the chilled, glassy rinds of pillows contain larger and
more abundant plagioclase crystals than the aphanitic interiors. G) Photo of a remnant of the composite lava-flow bench along
highway 47 just south of Bear Gulch and 0.8 km (0.5 mi) northeast of the right edge of Figure 5H (see also Plate 1). This
remnant of the composite bench shows a cryptic relationship between juxtaposed lava flows: the older Warm River flows
form the left side of the outcrop; the right side consists of younger, but petrographically indistinguishable, Gerrit flows. The
outcrop is about 90 m (300 ft) wide. H) Oblique image (Google Earth, 2015b) showing (in green) the distribution of
composite unit outcrops near the confluence (compare to unit distributions shown in Plate 1 and Figure 7). No vertical
exaggeration; canyons upstream from the confluence are about 60 m (200 ft) deep; distance between the confluence and the
left edge of the image is 0.8 km (0.5 mi).
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field with the in-canyon lava flows it
produced (Plate 1 and Figures 3, 4, and 7).

outcrops (Plate 1), but below Bear Gulch,
remnants of the Hatchery Butte bench are
mapped together with Gerrit and Warm
River lava flows as the composite unit,
because outcrops there commonly consist
of two or more units and exposures of
individual units are not mappable at the
scale of Plate 1. Outcrops of the composite
unit containing abundant Hatchery Butte
lava flows can be found in Warm River
canyon between Bear Gulch and the
confluence, including the lower reaches of
tributary canyons such as Robinson Creek,
and can be found in Henrys Fork canyon on
the west wall upstream from the
confluence (Plate 1 and Figures 5H and 7).
The lava-flow outcrop located between the
two rivers at the confluence consists
mostly of Hatchery Butte (Plate 1 and
Figures 5H and 7), which indicates that
these flows once extended at least to the
confluence.

Hatchery Butte lava flows entered Henrys
Fork
canyon
between
Riverside
Campground and Bear Gulch and entered
Warm River canyon between Warm River
Spring and Bear Gulch. Hatchery Butte
flows formed a lava dam in Henrys Fork
canyon 0.8 km (0.5 mi) upstream of Upper
Mesa Falls (Plate 1 and Figures 5A and
7A). The dam consists of as much as 60 m
(200 ft) of hyaloclastite, pillow basalt, and
subaerial basalt, as shown in Figure 5F.
Hatchery Butte lava flows almost filled
both Henrys Fork and Warm River
canyons (Figures 5A, 5H, 6, and 7).
Other remnants of Hatchery Butte lava
flows form isolated outcrops along the
walls of both river canyons (Plate 1 and
Figures 6 and 7). Upstream from Bear
Gulch, these remnants form mappable

Figure 6. Illustrative cross sections
showing geologic relationships between
map units in Henrys Fork and Warm
River canyons. A) Schematic section
through Henrys Fork canyon (looking
downstream) that illustrates geologic
relationships of the Elk Wallow Well
(743 ka), Highway 20 (737 ka),
Hatchery Butte (81 ka), and Pinehaven
(28 ka) lava-flow benches between
Riverside Campground and Lower
Mesa Falls. B) Schematic section
illustrating some of the geologic
relationships in outcrops of the
composite map unit in Henrys Fork and
Warm River canyons below Bear
Gulch. Warm River, Gerrit, and
Hatchery Butte lava flows, which are
mapped together as the composite unit,
each filled the canyons to similar levels.
Remnants of the composite unit consist
of outcrops of individual units that are
often too small to map at the scale of
Plate 1.
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Gerrit Bench. The Gerrit lava field (189 ±
32 ka; Table 1) erupted in south-central
Island Park between the Henrys Fork and
Warm River canyons, from an inferred
source vent northeast of Hatchery Butte
(Figure 1B). This unit lies along the eastern
rim of Henrys Fork canyon between Lower
Mesa Falls and Bear Gulch and forms most
of the western rim of Warm River canyon
above Bear Gulch (Plate 1). Field relations
and paleomagnetic orientation allow
correlation of this lava field with the incanyon lava flows it produced (Plate 1,
Figure 3, and as part of the composite unit
of Figure 7); chemical composition is
consistent with this correlation (Figure 4).

flows covered in places by Gerrit lava
flows); outcrops along the west canyon
wall east of Bear Gulch (which contain
exposures of Warm River, Gerrit, and
Hatchery Butte lava flows); and the
outcrop located above the “Henrys Fork”
label in Figure 5H label (in which are
exposed Warm River and Hatchery Butte
flows).
Highway 20 Bench. The Highway 20 lava
field (737 ± 5 ka; Table 1) erupted from a
northwest-trending fissure located in the
southwestern part of the Yellowstone II
caldera (Figure 1B); the fissure parallels
rifts in the Spencer – High Point volcanic
rift zone (Figure 1; Mel Kuntz, written
commun., 2019). Highway 20 lava flows
extend southeastward from the vent toward
the Henrys Fork (Figure 1; Mel Kuntz,
written commun., 2019). Field relations,
petrography (i.e., pyroxene phenocrysts
and plagioclase megacrysts), and chemical
composition allow correlation of this lava
field with the in-canyon lava flows it
produced (Plate 1 and Figures 1B and 4).

Lava flows from this field entered Henrys
Fork and Warm River canyons above Bear
Gulch. If lava flows from this field damned
the rivers, no evidence remains. The
composite outcrop near Ashton Bridge
(Plate 1 and Figure 7) consists mostly of
Gerrit lava flows, indicating these flows
reached at least that far downstream. Many
outcrops of the composite unit contain
Gerrit lava flows, and some outcrops
consist mostly of this unit. The remnant of
the composite bench shown in Figure 5G
consists of petrographically uniform rock
that paleomagnetic orientations indicate
consists of Gerrit lava flows in subvertical
contact with older Warm River lava flows.

Highway 20 flows entered the canyon
between Riverside Campground and
Lookout Butte (Figures 1B and Plate 1).
Remnants of the Highway 20 bench form
small outcrops, as shown in Figures 5C and
7A. These remnants lie just below the
ancient canyon rim, indicating that lava
almost filled the paleocanyon in this area
(Plate 1). If these flows dammed the
Henrys Fork, no record remains. Highway
20 flows probably did not extend
downstream very far, because of their
relatively high viscosity (suggested by the
high SiO2 concentrations shown in Table 3
and Figure 4 and by the steep edges of lava

These types of small-scale relationships
between units are characteristic of the
composite bench, are illustrated in Figure
6B, and can be found in many locations—
including the following: the outcrops in
Figure 5H above the “Highway 47” label
and below and left of the “Confluence”
label (which consist of Warm River lava
13

Figure 7. Longitudinal cross sections of Henrys Fork canyon (A) and Warm River canyon (B) showing the distributions of the tops of lava-flow benches (labeled colored
lines), relative to the canyon bottoms (black lines) and canyon rims (gray lines). River distances along the Henrys Fork are from confluence of the Henrys Fork and
Buffalo rivers; distances along Warm River are relative to the confluence of the Henrys Fork and Warm River (Figure 1B). ‵(E)′ denotes the east side of the canyon;
‵(W)′ denotes the west side; and ‵S′ is south. Vertical exaggeration is about 110. (Gerrit lava bench exists only as part of the composite bench at this scale.)
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flows observed by Mel Kuntz (written
commun., 2019) and because older Elk
Wallow Well flows may have obstructed
the canyon south of Lookout Butte (Plate 1
and Figures 1B and 7A).

Warm River Bench. The reversely
polarized Warm River basalt (831 ± 12 ka;
Table 1) is the oldest observed basaltic lava
field in Island Park. Warm River lava flows
are found as far as 10 km (6 mi) south of
Henrys Fork canyon, in Fall River canyon
(Plate 1). The distribution of this unit
suggests it erupted from an unidentified
vent located beneath the Pitchstone Plateau
east of Warm River canyon, as shown in
Figure
1B.
Field
relations
and
paleomagnetic
orientation
allow
correlation of this lava field with the incanyon lava flows it produced (Plate 1 and
Figures 3 and 7).

Elk Wallow Well Bench. The Elk Wallow
Well lava field (743 ± 5 ka; Table 1)
erupted outside the Yellowstone I and II
caldera boundary, in North Antelope Flat
(Figure 1B; Mel Kuntz, written commun.,
2019). Lava from this vent flowed east into
the caldera and then southeast towards the
Henrys Fork (Figure 1B; Mel Kuntz,
written commun., 2019). Field relations,
petrography (i.e., small plagioclase and
sparse pyroxene phenocrysts), and
paleomagnetic
orientation
allow
correlation of this lava field with the incanyon lava flows it produced (Plate 1 and
Figures 3 and 7A); chemical composition
is consistent with this correlation (Figure
4).

Warm River lava flows entered Warm
River canyon from the east, south of Warm
River Butte, and flowed up and down
Warm River and Henrys Fork canyons
(Plate 1 and Figures 1B and 7). These lava
flows may have dammed both canyons,
creating intracanyon lakes that extended up
the canyons; however, no evidence of these
dams or lakes remain today. Warm River
lava flows are common components of
composite outcrops along the canyon walls
in Warm River canyon (Plate 1 and Figures
5G, 5H, 6B, and 7) and are also found in
some composite outcrops in Henrys Fork
canyon downstream from Bear Gulch
(Plate 1 and Figures 5H, 6A, and 7).

Elk Wallow Well lava flows entered
Henrys Fork canyon south of Lookout
Butte (Figures 1B and Plate 1). Remnants
of the Elk Wallow Well bench form small
outcrops, as shown in Figures 5A, 5D, 6A,
and 7A. Upstream from Upper Mesa Falls,
these remnants lie just below the rim of the
paleocanyon, indicating that the lava flows
filled the ancient canyon in this area (Plate
1). Downstream from Lower Mesa Falls, a
bench remnant lies about 30 m (100 ft)
below the paleocanyon rim, showing that
the flows only partly filled the canyon in
this area and indicating a maximum
elevation for the river channel at ~743 ka
(Plate 1 and Figure 7A).

Warm River lava flows form the bottom of
Warm River canyon between the asterisks
in Figure 7B, indicating that this part of
Warm River canyon was at least as deep at
~831 ka as it is today. In this part of the
canyon, the river gradient is steep;
however, up and downstream from the
asterisks in Figure 7B, where rhyolite lava
flows and tuff form the canyon bottom, the
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river gradient is shallow (Plate 1 and
Figure 7B). Warm River lava flows
comprise the bench remnant that lies west
of the confluence, up a small tributary
north of the river (Plate 1 and Figure 5H),
indicating that these flows extended at least
this far downstream when first emplaced.

CORRELATION OF LAVA-FLOW
BENCHES
IN
FALL
RIVER
CANYON
Plate 1 illustrates the field relationships
between the lava flows that entered Fall
River Canyon, and Figure 8 shows their
paleomagnetic and chemical compositions.

Figure 8. Plots of paleomagnetic
orientation (A) and chemical composition
(B) comparing the lava flows that entered
Fall River canyon to those that entered
Henrys Fork and Warm River canyons
(and, for composition, other eruptions
from the volcanic province). Symbols,
colors, and other details are described in
Figures 3 and 4. Sample collection sites
are shown in Plate 1 and listed for
representative samples in Tables 2 and 3.
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Rising Butte Bench. The Rising Butte lava
field erupted from a northeast trending vent
that lies north of Fall River and east of
Warm River (Plate 1). Stratigraphic
context, thin loess cover, and the presence
of near-vent cinders suggests that the
Rising Butte eruptive episode occurred
long after emplacement of the ~635 ka
Lava Creek.

unchanged in the stretch near sample sites
P27 and P28 (Plate 1) since ~830 ka.
Paleomagnetic orientation and chemical
composition distinguish Warm River
basalt from other members of the Fall
River composite and allow correlation with
the outcrops of Warm River basalt in
Henrys Fork and Warm River canyons.
(Figures 8A and 8B).

As Rising Butte lava flows spread outward
from the vent they encountered a wall of
tuff (likely a paleocanyon wall) to the
northwest, flowed into and filled a drainage
to the southwest, and flowed east and south
where they eventually entered and flowed
down the Fall River (Plate 1). Petrography
(i.e., large plagioclase phenocrysts), field
relations, and paleomagnetic orientation
allow correlation of this lava field with the
in-canyon lava flows it produced (Plate 1
and Figure 8A).

RATES OF INCISION OF
HENRYS FORK AND WARM
RIVER CANYONS
River incision rates can be estimated in the
canyons using the ages and elevations of
lava benches (which indicate the age and
elevation at which each period of incision
began) and the depths of river incision
(which indicate the lowest elevation of the
river before lava again entered the canyon).
Although the ages and elevations of all lava
benches are preserved, the depth of
incision is only preserved for the
Pinehaven and Hatchery Butte eruptive
events. For the Hatchery Butte event, the
contact between Pinehaven lava flows and
the Mesa Falls Tuff records this elevation,
and for the Pinehaven event, the elevation
of the current channel records that
elevation. Thus, the incision rates
estimated from the Pinehaven and
Hatchery Butte lava flows are more
meaningful than estimates from older lavaflow benches.

Fall River Bench. The intracanyon
remnants of the Fall River basalt are from
an unidentified lava field located in the Fall
River drainage upstream from sample site
P20 (Plate 1). Field relations indicate that
the Fall River basalt erupted after the
Warm River basalt and before the Rising
Butte
basalt.
Petrography
and
paleomagnetic orientation distinguish this
unit from other members of the Fall River
composite (Plate 1 and Figure 8A).
Warm River Bench. The presence of Warm
River basalt (discussed above) in Fall
River canyon indicate that its vent lies in
the headwaters of both Warm River and
Fall River, beneath the Pitchstone Plateau
(Figure 1A). In addition, it indicates that
the course of Fall River has remained

Two segments of the Pinehaven bench
located downstream from Lower Mesa
Falls lie ~43 m (140 ft) above the present
river (Plate 1 and Figure 7A), indicating
the amount of river incision since ~28 ka.
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These segments yield an incision rate of
1.5 mm/yr. Other parts of the Pinehaven
bench (e.g., near Sheep Falls and above
Upper Mesa Falls) yield incision rates as
low as 0.8 mm/yr. The Hatchery Butte
bench located at river mile 26 in Figure 7A
records an incision rate of 1.3 mm/yr. If
assumptions are made about likely
maximum incision depths, the older units
(Gerrit, Highway 20, Elk Wallow Well,
and Warm River) yield incision rates of 0.1
- 0.8 mm/yr.

ledge in the Mesa Falls Tuff, and at Lower
Mesa Falls, the Henrys Fork cascades over
the Mesa Falls Tuff in steps totaling about
20 m (65 ft; Plate 1 and Figure 7A).
Density variations in the Mesa Falls Tuff
were used to explore the origin of Upper
and Lower Mesa Falls.
Hot ash deposited from a pyroclastic flow
compacts and welds under its own weight.
Compaction and welding increase the
density of the tuff, which produces tuff that
is more resistant to weathering and erosion.
Thus, denser tuff represents higher degrees
of welding, and more-welded sections of
tuff resist weathering and erosion more
than less-welded sections.

The river incision rates of this study
represent averages of climate-induced
variations in incision rates (because these
rates would have varied dramatically over
the history of the canyons—being greater
during glacial periods of higher water and
sediment discharge and lesser during
interglacial periods of lower discharge) and
assume that river incision was controlled
by downcutting (not by factors such as
downstream control of local base level or
upstream
control
of
knick-point
migration). The incision rates reported here
are consistent with those reported in the
summary tables of Burbank (2002).

Reihle and others (1995) suggest that
density contrasts in a tuff result primarily
from the thickness, initial temperature, and
cooling rate of the parent ash deposit.
Maximum compaction and welding
generally occur near the center of an ash
sheet, where temperatures remain high for
extended periods. In contrast, heat loss
near the top and bottom of an ash sheet
limits compaction and welding. These
patterns of compaction and welding
typically produce parabolic density
profiles in ash-flow sheets, with high tuff
densities in the interior decreasing to lower
densities near the top and bottom (Riehle
and others, 1995).

ORIGIN OF UPPER AND LOWER
MESA FALLS
Mesa Falls means “the tableland with
falls”; the name derives from the table-like
Pinehaven bench that lies next to the
waterfalls (Plate 1 and Figures 1B and 5A).
Upstream from Upper Mesa Falls, the
Henrys Fork incises the Pinehaven bench
(Plate 1 and Figures 5A, 5B1, and 7A). At
Upper Mesa Falls, the Henrys Fork
descends more than 30 m (100 ft) over a

Variations in the density of the Mesa Falls
Tuff in Henrys Fork canyon are shown in
Figure 9, which includes topographic
profiles of the river bottom and west
canyon wall. The density profile consists of
measurements made on samples collected
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Figure 9. Plot of the density of the Mesa Falls Tuff—a proxy for degree of welding—versus elevation in Henrys Fork
canyon. Topographic profiles of the river bottom (A) and west canyon wall (B and C) show relationships between rock
density and erosion profile. Horizontal dashed lines represent density changes, and shaded zones in the density profile are
interpretations of the component ash sheets that formed the Mesa Falls Tuff in this area. Profile A extends from above
Upper Mesa Falls to below Lower Mesa Falls; river distances correspond to those in Figure 7; vertical exaggeration is
about 60. Distances in profiles B and C are away from the center of the river; vertical exaggeration is about four; profile
B lies 305 m (1000 ft) downstream from Lower Mesa Falls; profile C lies ~800 m (0.5 mi) upstream from Lower Mesa
Falls. Plate 1 mark shows the locations where density-measurement samples were collected.

from accessible outcrops near the falls in
Henrys Fork canyon. Appendix 1 describes
how density measurements were made, and
Plate 1 shows locations where density
samples were collected. Shading of the
density profile in Figure 9 identifies the
inferred ash-flow sheets that comprise the
Mesa Falls Tuff near the falls. The

horizontal dashed lines in Figure 9 mark
density changes within and between these
sheets. In this area, changes in tuff
density/welding generally correlate with
changes in the slope of the river and
canyon profiles, as shown in Figure 9:
where density/welding increases, slopes
steepen. The locations of Upper and Lower
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Mesa Falls correspond to layers of high
density in the Mesa Falls Tuff, indicating
that intense welding in this unit governs the
location of the falls (Figure 9).

as headward erosion by the ancient Henrys
Fork exposed the upper resistant layer of
the Mesa Falls Tuff, where it lay in
subvertical contact with the inner rim of the
Yellowstone 1 caldera. Later, after Upper
Mesa Falls migrated upstream, the incising
Henrys Fork encountered the lower
resistant layer and Lower Mesa Falls
formed near Bear Gulch. Subsequent
migration of the falls brought them to their
present location, though burial of the falls
by lava flows that partly filled the canyon
stalled their migration at least three times.
Assuming the falls first formed after
eruption of the Warm River basalt but
before eruption of the Gerrit basalt, the
waterfalls retreated 1-20 mm/yr (1-20
m/ky). These migration rates are
significantly higher than the vertical river
incision rates reported above, likely
because erosion rates are higher on the
faces of waterfalls.

The profile of Upper Mesa Falls is vertical
while that of Lower Mesa Falls is shorter
and stepped, even though the falls-forming
resistant tuff is thicker for Lower Mesa
Falls (Figure 9). Two sections of tuff
compose Upper Mesa Falls: a resistant
layer that defines the top of the falls,
underlain by a less resistant layer. In
contrast, Lower Mesa Falls consists of one
uniformly resistant layer, and the top of the
falls lies within this layer (Figure 9). The
profile of Upper Mesa Falls developed as
erosion removed the less resistant tuff
above and below the densely welded,
resistant layer that defines the top of the
falls. Undercutting this resistant layer
caused blocks to collapse from the falls.
These factors produced the vertical profile
of Upper Mesa Falls. The resistant layer
responsible for Lower Mesa Falls erodes
differently, because it is not underlain by
an exposed layer of less-resistant tuff.
Thus, the stepped profile at Lower Mesa
Falls develops as the river slowly incises
into the resistant rock that forms the falls.

As time passes, the falls will continue to
migrate upstream—Upper Mesa Falls as a
cliff and Lower Mesa Falls as a stepped
falls. If weathering exposes a less-resistant
sheet beneath the resistant layer
responsible for Lower Mesa Falls, then
these falls will likely begin migrating by
block collapse, develop a vertical profile,
and become the taller of the two falls. The
bottom of the density profile in Figure 9
suggests that the river may have begun to
expose such a layer. When the falls reach
the Yellowstone II caldera near Lookout
Butte, their character will probably change,
because the welding/density profile of the
Mesa Falls Tuff is likely different inside its
source caldera. As in the past, future
basaltic lava flows that enter the canyon

Upper and Lower Mesa Falls migrated
upstream as the Henrys Fork incised the
Mesa Falls Tuff. (This conclusion assumes
that density variations in the Mesa Falls
Tuff similar to those in Figure 9 extend
along the length of the canyon between the
Yellowstone I and II caldera boundaries;
and this assumption is supported by the
consistency of vertical density profiles in
the area, as illustrated in Figure 9.) Upper
Mesa Falls first appeared near Bear Gulch,
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may bury the falls and halt their migration,
for a time.

themselves be compound units, consisting
of eruptions separated by minutes to hours.
Subsequent compaction and welding of
these ash layers produced the profile of
Figure 9.

In addition to explaining the origin of
Upper and Lower Mesa Falls, the density
profile of Figure 9 yields information about
the emplacement temperature and cooling
history of the successive layers of ash that
built the Mesa Falls Tuff. Riehle and others
(1995 and 2010) conclude that depressions
in the density profiles of cooling units (as
in Figure 9) represent partial cooling
breaks between eruptions. Thus, the
density profile of the Mesa Falls Tuff
exposed in Henrys Fork canyon suggests
that it was emplaced as four individual ash
sheets, with the following thicknesses and
maximum densities: layer 1 (Figure 9) - 46
m (150 ft) and 2.4 g/cm3; layer 2 - 43 m
(140 ft) and 2.4 g/cm3; layer 3 - 41 m (135
ft) and 1.7 g/cm3; and layer 4 - 15 m (50 ft)
and 2 g/cm3. Riehle and others (1995 and
2010) also show that the maximum density
(welding) of an ash-flow sheet correlates to
emplacement temperature and the size of
depressions in density profiles correlates to
the time before emplacement of a
subsequent ash sheet. These relationships
suggest that the Mesa Falls Tuff in the
vicinity of the falls formed as follows: 1)
the lowermost exposed layer of ash (layer
1 in Figure 9) was emplaced hot, followed
by a break of months to years; 2) layer 2
was emplaced at about the same
temperature and before layer 1 had finished
welding, followed by a break of at least
days; 3) layer 3 was emplaced at relatively
low temperature followed by a break of
days to months; and 4) layer 4 was
emplaced at intermediate temperature
(Figure 9). Some of these deposits may

DEVELOPMENT OF HENRYS
FORK AND WARM RIVER
CANYONS
The Henrys Fork and Warm River form
deepening canyons between Riverside
Campground, Warm River Spring, and
their confluence (Figure 1B). At Bear
Gulch, the rivers cross the Yellowstone I
caldera boundary, transect the caldera rim
within about a kilometer of each other, and
then enter the Snake River Plain at their
confluence, as shown in Figures 1B and
Plate 1. In this area, the Henrys Fork
incises the Mesa Falls Tuff, Snake River
Butte rhyolite, and Huckleberry Ridge
Tuff, and Warm River incises the Lava
Creek Tuff, Warm River basalt, Snake
River rhyolite, and Huckleberry Ridge
Tuff, as shown in Plate 1. Figure 7 displays
the topographic profiles produced by
erosion of these units in the canyons. The
distribution and ages of rock units in
Henrys Fork and Warm River canyons can
be used to interpret the development of the
canyons between Riverside Campground,
Warm River Spring, and the confluence
(Figure 1B).
The pre-Huckleberry Snake River Butte
rhyolite lava flow and the Huckleberry
Ridge Tuff form the core of the caldera rim
from the western extent of Snake River
Butte lava eastward to at least Warm River
canyon (Plate 1 and the map of Mel Kuntz,
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written commun., 2019). In this area, these
extrusive units lie at relatively low
elevation. In contrast, west of Snake River
Butte, the Huckleberry Ridge Tuff mantles
the caldera flank at relatively high
elevation (Plate 1; Mel Kuntz, written
commun., 2019). The distribution of these
units indicates that the caldera rim from the
west side of Snake River Butte eastward to
at least Warm River canyon was a
topographic low before 2.1 Ma.

likely began forming by headward erosion
in drainages along the flank of the caldera.
Nearby topographic highs (to the west, the
Yellowstone I caldera rim and Snake River
Butte and, to the east, the Warm River
Butte lava dome and Moose Creek Butte
lava flow) may have aided the
development of the canyons by focusing
the flow of water or ice to this area.
The distribution of Warm River lava flows
in the canyons (Plate 1 and Figure 7)
indicate that, by ~830 ka, the present paths
of both canyons had formed (where they
cut the Yellowstone I caldera rim) and
Warm River canyon had reached its
present depth. Likewise, the distribution of
Elk Wallow Well (743 ka) and Highway 20
(737 ka) lava flows indicate that the present
course of Henrys Fork canyon (between
Riverside Campground and Bear Gulch)
existed by ~740 ka (Figures 1 and 2; Table
1). Finally, the distribution of the last lavaflow benches—Gerrit (189 ka), Hatchery
Butte (81 ka), and Pinehaven (28 ka)—
record the deepening of the Henrys Fork
canyon to present depth (Plate 1 and Figure
7).

Christiansen (2001) concluded that three
distinct
eruptions
produced
the
Huckleberry Ridge Tuff and suggested the
presence of topographic bulges above the
swells in the Yellowstone I magma body
that produced these eruptions. These
topographic bulges (which lie to the north
and east) and the southern caldera rim
(which lie to the west) may have produced
the topographic low in the caldera rim by
focusing the flow of water or ice to this
area.
This topographic low in the caldera rim
was filled by the Snake River Butte lava
dome and Huckleberry Ridge Tuff when
they erupted ~2.1 Ma, transforming the
low into a topographic high. The
distribution of the 1.3 Ma Mesa Falls Tuff
near the Yellowstone I caldera rim (thick
inside the rim, absent in the rim, and
overlying the Huckleberry Ridge Tuff
south of the rim) supports the inference that
the low in the caldera rim that existed
before 2.1 Ma was a topographic high at
1.3 Ma (Plate 1; Mel Kuntz, written
commun., 2019).
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APPENDIX 1. ANALYTICAL
METHODS
Remnants of lava-flow benches in Henrys
Fork and Warm River canyons were
correlated to their source lava fields using
field relations, petrography, paleomagnetic
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on cylindrical and rectangular samples
with masses of about 50 g. Samples were
coated with a thin layer of spray adhesive
to prevent water infiltration. The coating
added about 1 % to the weight of each
specimen. (A few samples were also coated
with concrete sealant or heated plastic
wrap, but these coatings produced density
measurements with lower precisions, so
these coatings were abandoned.) Repeated
measurements on a coated sample and on
different coated samples from the same
location indicate that the precision of
density measurements is 0.02 g/cm3 (1sigma standard deviation). Comparison of
the density measurements on low porosity
samples before and after coating suggest
that the accuracy of density measurements
is 0.1 g/cm3 (1-sigma standard deviation).
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Silicic Units
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P14
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Qyl
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Qpb
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C4

Qmm

Qmm
P13

P4

P3

Qbr

Rising Butte basalt (Pleistocene) - Dark gray to black, massive to vesicular
basalt contain locally abundant plagioclase crystals up to 12 mm and
sparse olivine crystals. Normal magnetic polarity.

Qhb

Hatchery Butte basalt (Pleistocene) - Dark gray, course-grained, vesicular
basalt containing relatively abundant plagioclase and olivine
phenocrysts and clots of plagioclase and olivine crystals. 40/39Ar age is
81 ± 13 ka (Mel Kuntz, written commun.). Normal magnetic polarity.

Qfr

Fall River basalt (Pleistocene) - Dark grey, vesicular, locally diktytaxitic
basalt containing olivine and plagioclase. Normal magnetic polarity.

Qgb

Gerrit basalt (Pleistocene) - Dark gray, fine grained, diktytaxitic, vesicular
basalt containing sparse crystals of olivine. 40/39Ar age is 189 ± 32 ka
(Mel Kuntz, written commun.). Normal magnetic polarity.

Qyl

Lava Creek Tuff (Pleistocene) - Crystal-rich welded rhyolitic tuff containing
abundant phenocrysts, including sanidine, quartz, lesser plagioclase,
and sparse pyroxene; locally crystal-poor. Bluish to grayish-purple
densely- to moderately-welded devitrified tuff with well-developed
eutaxitic texture; locally abundant lithic inclusions. 40/39Ar age is 635 ± 5
ka (Christiansen, 2001). The Lava Creek Tuff erupted from the
Yellowstone III caldera in the Yellowstone Volcanic Field (Christiansen,
2001).

Qtb

Highway 20 basaltic andesite (Pleistocene) - Fine grained to massive,
vesicular basaltic andesite containing sparse to moderate
honey-colored plagioclase phenocrysts up to 20 mm long, rare olivine
phenocrysts, and sparse but conspicuous black, equant crystals of
pyroxene. 40/39Ar age is 737 ± 5 ka (Mel Kuntz, written commun.).
Normal magnetic polarity.

Qeb

Elk Wallow Well basalt (Pleistocene) - Dark gray, fine grained, vesicular
basalt containing abundant, conspicuous plagioclase and moderately
abundant olivine phenocrysts. 40/39Ar age is 743 ± 5 ka (Mel Kuntz,
written commun.). Normal magnetic polarity.

Qws

Warm River basalt (Pleistocene) - Dark gray, fine-grained, diktytaxitic to
vesicular basalt containing crystals of olivine (locally abundant) and
plagioclase. 40/39Ar age is 831 ± 12 ka (Abedini, 2009). Reversed
magnetic polarity.

Qwc

Warm River composite (Pleistocene) - Outcrops of this unit can consist of
material from the Warm River basalt (Qws), Gerrit basalt (Qgb),
Hatchery Butte basalt (Qhb), and Pinehaven basalt (Qpb).

Qfc

Fall River composite (Pleistocene) - Outcrops of this unit can consist of
material from the Warm River basalt (Qwc), Fall River basalt (Qfr), and
Rising Butte basalt (Qbr).

Qmm

Moose Creek Butte rhyolite (Pleistocene) - Rhyolite lava flow containing
phenocrysts of sanidine, quartz, plagioclase, and pyroxene
(Christiansen, 2001).

Qlr

Lookout Butte rhyolite (Pleistocene) - Rhyolite lava flow forming a
steep-sided dome and containing abundant phenocrysts of sanidine
and quartz and less abundant plagioclase and pyroxene (Christiansen,
2001).

Qiw

Warm River Butte rhyolite (Pleistocene) - Rhyolite lava flow forming a
steep-sided dome and containing abundant phenocrysts of sanidine
and quartz and less abundant plagioclase and pyroxene (Christiansen,
2001).

Qym

Mesa Falls Tuff (Pleistocene) - Crystal-rich welded rhyolitic tuff containing
abundant phenocrysts, including large sanidine, quartz, lesser
plagioclase, and sparse pyroxene. Generally pink densely welded
devitrified tuff with well-developed eutaxitic texture; locally abundant
large flattened pumice inclusions. The Mesa Falls Tuff. Erupted from
the Yellowstone II caldera in the Yellowstone Volcanic Field
(Christiansen, 2001). 40/39Ar age is 1292 ± 50 ka (Christiansen, 2001).

Tyh

Huckleberry Ridge Tuff (Pleistocene) - Crystal-rich welded rhyolitic tuff
containing abundant phenocrysts, including sanidine, quartz, lesser
plagioclase, and sparse pyroxene; locally crystal-poor. Grayish-brown
to grayish-pink densely welded devitrified tuff with well-developed
eutaxitic texture; locally lithophysal. The Huckleberry Ridge Tuff
erupted from the Yellowstone I caldera in the Yellowstone Volcanic
Field (Christiansen, 2001). 40/39Ar age is 2059 ± 4 ka (Christiansen,
2001).

Trs

Snake River Butte rhyolite (Pleistocene) - Rhyolite lava flow containing
phenocrysts of sanidine, quartz, plagioclase, and pyroxene
(Christiansen, 2001). Truncated to the north by the ring fault(s) of the
Yellowstone I caldera (down to the north).

Qws

P12

C14

Pinehaven basalt (Pleistocene) - Dark gray, fine- to medium-grained,
vesicular basalt containing moderate to abundant olivine phenocrysts,
rare to moderate plagioclase crystals, and clots of olivine and
plagioclase crystals. 40/39Ar age is 28 ± 8 ka (Mel Kuntz, written
commun.). Normal magnetic polarity.
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